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When Mastin Kipp found himself at rock bottom—addicted to drugs and parties, living in the tiny pool house of his ex-girlfriend’s parents,
jobless, and with nowhere to go—he looked to the divine for help. What he found moved him from a life filled with the excesses of
Hollywood—as a manager in the music industry—to one powered by self-acceptance and service. To spread the love beyond his personal
circle, Mastin started his Twitter account, @TheDailyLove (now with more than half a million followers), and his popular website,
TheDailyLove.com, which features writers from many walks of life—from Russell Simmons to Wayne W. Dyer. Now Mastin has written a book
based on his spiritual experiences in order to help other young seekers discover their own paths. In Daily Love, Mastin shares some of his
personal stories of darkness and light, embracing them all as part of his journey to becoming who he really is. He also speaks of various
spiritual leaders who have influenced his life, such as Joseph Campbell, Caroline Myss, Tony Robbins, George Lucas, Oprah, his parents,
and Jenna (his girlfriend). Giving details about the concepts and spiritual principles they put forth, he shows how these people have helped to
guide him to success.
Christmas for kids is one of the most special times of the year, and we know it! This is a great gift for children who love to enjoy Christmas
celebration!This book contains 30 unique and beautifully designed coloring pages.In this book you will find:30 different designs for your child
to explore freely.Single-sided to prevent bleed-through.Suitable designs for children of all, not too simple and not too intricate.Honing child's
creativity, helping child to relaxing, practicing child's pencil grip.A nice large, for kids to enjoy while coloring.total: 60 pages.
The grandson of the famous World War II general discusses a little-known chapter of U.S. military history and describes how American
privateering, or pirating, during the Revolutionary War ravaged the British economy and helped America win independence. Reprint.
Like speech, the species-specific vocalizations or calls of non-human primates mediate social interactions, convey important emotional
information, and in some cases refer to objects and events in the caller's environment. These functional similarities suggest that the selective
pressures which shaped primate vocal communication are similar to thos
Carolyn Haywood's stories about her irrepressible character Betsy have never been out of print, and now, thanks to dynamic new covers, the
Betsy books will find their way onto the bookshelves of modern young readers--and into the hearts of a whole new generation. Betsy is
scared about going to first grade, but it turns out school is a great place. She learns about tadpoles and the true meaning of Thanksgiving,
makes new friends, and has more fun than she'd ever imagined.
Communication is both a prerequisite and manifestation of social organization and in this sense several chapters of this volume are aimed to
investigate the way vocal communication serves its ultimate function of maintaining social organization. Although manifold parallels exist to
vocal communication in birds, additional mechanisms of vocalization are found in primates. Treating the various psychological, ecological,
behavioral, and neurobiological aspects of vocalization this book provides an interdisciplinary approach for the understanding of
biocommunication in primates including humans. Conceptual as well as methodological considerations are given in a balanced way. The
addition of a comprehensive glossary gives an overview also to nonspecialists in this field.
? 55% discount for bookstores! NOW for $ 36,95 instead of $ 47,95! ? Would you like to have 50 exclusive recipes for cooking delicious
vegan dishes based on beans and lentils? Are you ready to change your lifestyle and discover the benefits of veganism? Your customers
cannot lose this precious cookbook, which they will no longer be able to do without. Veganism has become not only a food habit but a real
lifestyle, influencing hundreds of thousands of people, for whom it shares an attitude of respect and protection of animals and nature in
general. Within this plant-based diet cookbook, you'll find 50 healthy vegan recipes, including: Stuffed peppers with kidney beans Chickpea
shakshuka Buddha bowl Chickpea curry Chickpea salad Buffalo chickpea ....And much more! In this cookbook you will find 50 tasty recipes
not to be missed. There are recipes for all tastes, just follow our advice and you can make real culinary masterpieces. Forget the boredom of
thinking about what to eat, this cookbook will give you the right inspiration. Buy it NOW and let your customers truly satisfied and addicted to
this cookbook!
Performance problems are rarely "problems" per se. They are more often "crises" during which you’re pressured for results by a manager
standing outside your cubicle while your phone rings with queries from the help desk. You won’t have the time for a leisurely perusal of the
manuals, nor to lean back and read a book on theory. What you need in that situation is a book of solutions, and solutions are precisely what
Oracle Database 12c Performance Tuning Recipes delivers. Oracle Database 12c Performance Tuning Recipes is a ready reference for
database administrators in need of immediate help with performance issues relating to Oracle Database. The book takes an example-based
approach, wherein each chapter covers a specific problem domain. Within each chapter are "recipes," showing by example how to perform
common tasks in that chapter’s domain. Solutions in the recipes are backed by clear explanations of background and theory from the author
team. Whatever the task, if it’s performance-related, you’ll probably find a recipe and a solution in this book. Provides proven solutions to
real-life Oracle performance problems Offers relevant background and theory to support each solution Gets straight to the point for when
you're under pressure for results
2019 -2020 Teacher Planner 12 Month Planner - 8.5 inch X 11 inch - Matt Finish - Made in USA August 2019 to July 2020 Weekly and
Monthly Lesson Planner A beautiful planner, designed for teachers and printed in USA on high quality paper. This lesson planner for the
academic year 2019-2020 contains: Weekly Lesson Plan (40 weeks) Continuing Education Log Student Roster Classroom Expense Tracker
Birthday Tracker Academic Calendar Year At A Glance Plan By Subject Yearly Recap Student Health and Medication Log Your Planner is
ready and waiting to be filled! So what are you waiting for? Grab your fancy pens and let's get organized. Also makes an amazing TEACHER
APPRECIATION Gift! Your Teacher Planner is 12 Month Planner - August 2019 to July 2020 Perfect Lesson Planner for Teachers and Home
schoolers Elegantly Made in USA Handy Sized at 8.5" x 11" Crisp White Pages with a lightweight paperback cover Please click on the Author
Name EFFICIENT PUBLICATIONS to see our full range of professionally designed agendas, planners and personal organizers for teachers.
Stereo Review's Sound & VisionPopular PhotographySound & VisionSport DiverSport DiverDive TrainingThe New Divers MagazineSport
DiverPrimate AuditionEthology and NeurobiologyCRC Press
Pocket Posh® King James Puzzles pair faith and fun in the best-selling Pocket Posh® format that has sold over1.5 million copies since 2008.
All four King James Bible-based titles include challenging brainteasers that use scripture as the foundation for the content of the puzzle.
Packaged in a handy size, Pocket Posh® puzzle books fit nicely into a purse, pocket or bag. Word search and crossword puzzles, along with
a variety of other mind-sharpening games, grace the pages of these irresistibly attractive puzzle books.
This beautifully illustrated book is a must-have for growers, vintners, and enthusiasts. Inside you'll find information on ripening periods for 53
varieties grown in California, ripening dates of varieties by period and growing district, and detailed illustrations of grapevine structure. Most
valuable of all is the discussion of the 36 major wine grape varieties grown in the state. Every variety receives an overview of synonyms,
source, physical characteristics, harvest periods and methods, and winery use. Each variety is highlighted by close-up photography of its
clusters, leaves, and leaf shoots.

Feuding with his houseguest's brother and torn between worry and frustration over his twin, Slate MacAllister brings the rural
doctor to his ranch in a record-breaking snow storm to save the boy Slate loves like a son. Dr. Becky O'Donald is a city girl stuck in
Nowhereville, Montana trying to hack down her massive student loan debt. Thrown into a medical nightmare by MacAllister and
certain there is more going on with the lonely, melancholy Amelia, Becky is taken aback by the boy mirroring her host down to the
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dimple in his cheek. Closeted on the sprawling ranch, surrounded by white, Becky fights the pull of the country life and the man
exuding it. Certain he's with Amelia, the boy is his, and he's lying about having a brother, Becky denies her heart. But how long
can she hold out against the man who rides to her rescue and kisses her knees weak?
"Black Liberation/Red Scare is a study of an African-American Communist leader, Ben Davis, Jr. (1904-64). Though it examines
the numerous grassroots campaigns that he was involved in, it is first and foremost a study of the man and secondarily a study of
the Communist party from the 1930s to the 1960s. By examining the public life of an important party leader, Gerald Horne uniquely
approaches the story of how and why the party rose - and fell." "Ben Davis, Jr., was the son of a prominent Atlanta publisher and
businessman who was also the top African-American leader of the Republican party until the onset of the Great Depression. Davis
was trained for the black elite at Morehouse, Amherst, and Harvard Law School. After graduating from Harvard, he joined the
Communist party, where he remained as one of its most visible leaders for thirty years. In 1943, after being endorsed by his
predecessor, Adam Clayton Powell, Jr., he was elected to the New York City Council from Harlem and subsequently reelected by
a larger margin in 1945. Davis received support from such community figures as NAACP leader Roy Wilkins, boxer Joe Louis, and
musician Duke Ellington. While on the council Davis fought for rent control and progressive taxation and struggled against transit
fare hikes and police brutality." "With the onset of the Red Scare and the Cold War, Davis - like the Communist party itself - was
marginalized. The Cold War made it difficult for the U.S. to compete with Moscow for the hearts and minds of African-Americans
while they were subjected to third-class citizenship at home. Yet in return for civil rights concessions, African-American
organizations such as the NAACP were forced to distance themselves from figures such as Ben Davis. In 1949 he was ousted
unceremoniously (and perhaps illegally) from the City Council. He was put on trial, jailed in 1951, and not released until 1956,
when the civil rights movement was gathering momentum. His friendship with the King family, based upon family ties in Atlanta,
was the ostensible cause for the FBI surveillance of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. and COINTELPRO, the counterintelligence
program of the FBI, which was aimed initially at the CP-USA, made sure to keep a close eye on Davis as well. But when the civil
rights movement reached full strength in the 1960s Davis's controversial appearances at college campuses helped to set the stage
for a new era of activism at universities." "Davis died in 1964. According to Horne, the time has now come when he, along with his
good friend Paul Robeson and W. E. B. DuBois, should be regarded as a premier leader of African-Americans and the U.S. Left
during the twentieth century."--BOOK JACKET.Title Summary field provided by Blackwell North America, Inc. All Rights Reserved
High interest-low vocabulary books.
A Teacher Planner as a Wonderful Gift Stay organized this school season with the Ultimate Teacher's Planner and Organizer!
Includes 150 high-quality pages with carefully crafted journal and planner layouts that cover everything from daily, weekly and
monthly planning, yearly school overview, class field trips, student attendance records, note sections for EQ/I Can, events,
meetings and more! Sized at 8x10, it's the perfect size that provides plenty of space. Professionally printed on high quality interior
stock with white interior pages. This teacher appreciation notebook or journal makes a great motivational and inspirational
notebook gift for the teacher or homeschooler in your life. This Premium Teacher Planner is perfect for: Teacher Appreciation Gifts
Teacher End of the School Year Gifts Teacher Thank You Gifts Teacher Inspirational Quote Gifts Teacher Retirement Gifts Get
Organized and let the day begin! It's a beautiful day!
Dismissed from the university where she served as Professor of Romantic Languages, Dr. Molly Whitcomb travels west to start
over in the secluded mountain town of Timber Ridge, Colorado, where she'll be teaching children. Her train stops in Denver, and
on a whim, Molly purchases a wedding band--an attempt to cover a mistake, but also a chance at a fresh start. Sheriff James
McPherson was eager to hire a schoolteacher, but Dr. Molly Whitcomb isn't what he expected. His instincts about people--which
rarely miss the mark--tell him she's hiding something. And when Molly's secret is revealed, her reinvented life begins to unravel.
What's more, she risks losing her newfound relationship with the sheriff and her renewed faith in God.
Its 2217, and humanity is mostly governed by the solar systemwide government called the Sol Governance. Suddenly, as if from
nowhere, the crew from several governance military stations is abducted by the arrival of a group of lights from outside the Sol
system! Eventually, the governance operation against the visitors, led by Admiral Reshma Shan, is forced to work with a twohundred-year-old political enemy of planet Erth: the descendants of the lunar society of Tellmondo, the Asteropians!
This practical manual for teaching acting is really a drama course or two in a book, and can be used by veteran teachers, new
teachers, actors from junior high through college, and little theater groups. Written by an award-winning high school drama teacher
with over twenty-five years of experience, it contains both an introductory course and an advanced course, in a lesson-by-lesson
format, as well as sections on scene study and relaxation/warm-up exercises which are basic to both. These separate courses are
sequential and cumulative but complement each other and are adaptable to any group. Each lesson - twenty-nine in the beginning
course, and forty in the advanced - includes lists of materials needed, step-by-step procedures, and outlines of the objectives, all
tempered with the practical advice of a wise and compassionate teacher. Sample charts, diagrams, forms, and worksheets are
here, too. Theater games found in the introductory course may be used as warm-ups, or, in fact, entire classes, in either of the two
courses. But apart from teaching acting techniques; blocking; stage areas; creating characters; improvisation; and all the skills of
the stage, Mr. Schlusberg never loses sight of the fact that theater is meant to encourage growth. With subtlety and deftness he
shows how acting training can increase awareness of character, environment, senses, and emotions in developing more fulfilled
human beings.
An important work of early New Guinea anthropology, including a whole chapter devoted to the Aborigines of Melville Island, Port
Essington (Cobourg Peninsula) and North Australia in general. There are numerous discussions of Australian Aborigines
throughout the text, and one of the folding plates gives anthropometric comparisons between North Australian Aborigines and New
Guineans. Earl lived at Port Essington for more than ten years, as the settlement grew from a meagre outpost in 1838 up until its
abandonment in 1849 and became a widely published expert on the region. The fine full-page lithographs, produced in London,
were based on drawings done on the spot by the Dutch artists Van Oort and Van Raalten.
“In the fall, I went for walks and brought home bones. The best bones weren’t on trails—deer and moose don’t die
conveniently—and soon I was wandering so far into the woods that I needed a map and compass to find my way home. When
winter came and snow blew into the mountains, burying the bones, I continued to spend my days and often my nights in the
woods. I vaguely understood that I was doing this because I could no longer think; I found relief in walking up hills. When the night
temperatures dropped below zero, I felt visited by necessity, a baseline purpose, and I walked for miles, my only objective to
remain upright, keep moving, preserve warmth. When I was lost, I told myself stories . . .” So Charles D’Ambrosio recounted his
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life in Philipsburg, Montana, the genesis of the brilliant stories collected here, six of which originally appeared in The New Yorker.
Each of these eight burnished, terrifying, masterfully crafted stories is set against a landscape that is both deeply American and
unmistakably universal. A son confronts his father’s madness and his own hunger for connection on a misguided hike in the
Pacific Northwest. A screenwriter fights for his sanity in the bleak corridors of a Manhattan psych ward while lusting after a
ballerina who sets herself ablaze. A Thanksgiving hunting trip in Northern Michigan becomes the scene of a haunting reckoning
with marital infidelity and desperation. And in the magnificent title story, carpenters building sets for a porn movie drift dreamily
beneath a surface of sexual tension toward a racial violence they will never fully comprehend. Taking place in remote cabins,
asylums, Indian reservations, the backloads of Iowa and the streets of Seattle, this collection of stories, as muscular and
challenging as the best novels, is about people who have been orphaned, who have lost connection, and who have exhausted the
ability to generate meaning in their lives. Yet in the midst of lacerating difficulty, the sensibility at work in these fictions boldly
insists on the enduring power of love. D’Ambrosio conjures a world that is fearfully inhospitable, darkly humorous, and touched by
glory; here are characters, tested by every kind of failure, who struggle to remain human, whose lives have been sharpened rather
than numbed by adversity, whose apprehension of truth and beauty has been deepened rather than defeated by their troubles.
Many writers speak of the abyss. Charles D’Ambrosio writes as if he is inside of it, gazing upward, and the gaze itself is
redemptive, a great yearning ache, poignant and wondrous, equal parts grit and grace. A must read for everyone who cares about
literary writing, The Dead Fish Museum belongs on the same shelf with the best American short fiction.
This book is written in a simple and easy-to-understand manner, with each chapter contributing as a standalone project that will
give you as a reader something to reflect on as you're learning.This book is aimed at amateur PHP developers with a desire to get
a firm understanding of the Lavarel 4 framework. Basic knowledge of PHP will be helpful, however in-depth knowledge is not a
must.
Retail supply chain consists of multiple segments from sales to distribution to finance. Retail manufacturers rely on a complicated
web of suppliers. Customer demand and market competition today requires extreme efficiency from end to end. This book offers
the retail supply chain executive with the tools needed for full strategic advantage. The new edition gives special attention to
recent challenges, such as vast technological change, higher levels of customer personalization, and more global supply chains.
A crisis manager explains how to overcome a personal crisis, whether a relationship crisis or business disaster, by recognizing
one's worst qualities and dealing with them appropriately.
"In this fully illustrated book Elizabeth Blackadder works in her Edinburgh studio on a series of paintings that reveal her intuitive
approach to her subjects, her originality and her acute sense of composition. The works featured include a large watercolour of
tulips and irises, and oil paintings of buildings in Bologna, Italy. She also works on a Japanese scroll, providing insight into the
Japanese influence on her work. Her techniques are explained in step-by-step photographs."--Book jacket.
Last fall, sixteen-year-old Camelia fell for Ben, the mysterious new boy at school who turned out to have a very mysterious
gift--pyschometry, the ability to sense the future through touch. But just as Camelia and Ben's romance began to heat up, he
abruptly left town. Brokenhearted, Camelia has spent the last few months studying everything she can about psychometry, and
experiencing her own strange brushes with premonition.
Information about the position of a user's mobile handheld (wireless) device allows a network operator to pinpoint the position of a
customer in relation to their network infrastructure. This technology enables a multitude of applications in a wide range of fields:
sensor networks, geographic information, location management, location-based billing, emergency services, location-based
advertising, intelligent transportation, and leisure applications, among others. The availability of a ubiquitous, ever-available
positioning system...
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